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ORDER 

 
By the Commission: 
 
I. Procedural History 
 
 On June 12, 2013, Consumers Gas Company (“Consumers”) filed with the Illinois 
Commerce Commission (“Commission”) a petition pursuant to Section 7-101 of the 
Public Utilities Act (“Act”), 220 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq., seeking authority to enter into a 
Gas Storage Contract (the "Contract") with Egyptian Gas Storage Corporation 
(“Egyptian”) (Consumers and Egyptian are collectively referred to as “the Companies”).  
The ownership and officers of the Companies are such that an affiliated interest exists 
as defined in Section 7-101 of the Act.  The Companies received authority from the 
Commission to enter into a similar Gas Storage Contract on May 6, 1998 in Docket Nos. 
97-0338/97-0339 (Consolidated).  The Gas Storage Contract was effective for a period 
of five years ending May 31, 2003.  Thereafter, in Docket No. 03-0349 on September 
22, 2003, the Commission reauthorized the Companies to enter into the Gas Storage 
Contract for another five years ending May 31, 2008 and reauthorized the Companies to 
enter into the Gas Storage Contract again in Docket No. 08-0139 for another five years.  
The Gas Storage Contract terminated on August 31, 2013.  On August 6, 2013, the 
Commission entered an Interim Order extending the contract until a Final Order was 
entered in this proceeding.   
 
 On February 5, 2014, an evidentiary hearing was held at the offices of the 
Commission at 527 E. Sixth Street, Springfield, IL.  Appearances were entered by 
counsel for Consumers, as well as for Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission 
("Staff").  At the conclusion of the hearing, there were no contested issues remaining 
between the parties. 
 
II. Consumers Position 
 
 Consumers witness J. Glenn Robinson testifies that he is a Director, Shareholder 
and President of Consumers, and is responsible for the day to day and financial 
operations of Consumers.  He further testifies that he supervises the gas accounting, 
fiscal record keeping, customer billings, all administrative and personnel matters, the 
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preparation of tariff sheets and informational filings submitted to the Commission and 
the preparation of miscellaneous documents and matters for presentation to the 
Commission; as well as being responsible for gas purchases, equipment purchases and 
repair and maintenance of all company equipment and materials used in the business of 
Consumers. 
 
 Mr. Robinson testifies that Consumers is an Illinois corporation and a public utility 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Illinois Commerce Commission under the Act.  
Consumers’ main office is located in Carmi, Illinois, but the company records are, 
pursuant to an Order of this Commission, located in Evansville, Indiana.  Additional 
offices are located in the service areas of Ridgway and Albion, Illinois.  Consumers 
provides gas service in White County to Carmi; in Gallatin County to Ridgway, Junction, 
New Haven, Omaha, Old Shawneetown and the New Shawneetown and the Equality 
Municipal Systems; and to Albion, West Salem, Browns and Bone Gap in Edwards 
County.  Consumers currently has approximately 5,500 customers, including the New 
Shawneetown Systems (434 meters) and Equality Municipal Systems (228 meters), 
which are each counted as one customer. 
 
 Mr.Robinson testifies that Consumers has submitted to the Commission Exhibit 
JGR-A, which is a copy of a Gas Storage Contract which is proposed to be entered by 
Consumers and Egyptian.  Egyptian is an Illinois corporation which owns and operates 
one gas field for the underground storage of natural gas, namely the Mills Storage Field 
which is located approximately 16 miles south of Carmi, near Cottonwood, Illinois.  Mr. 
Robinson also testifies that Consumers and Egyptian would like to renew their gas 
storage contract, which was previously authorized in Docket No. 08-0139, which expired 
August 31, 2013.  Mr. Robinson also notes that he is a director, shareholder and Vice-
President of Egyptian. 
 
 Mr. Robinson testifies that the proposed Contract does not involve all of the gas 
storage operation of Egyptian, but only involves the Mills Storage Field and Egyptian’s 
approximate 16 mile line, which consists of a 6” and 4” line, from Consumers’ Carmi 
Border Station in White County to the Mills Storage Field in Gallatin County.  Mr. 
Robinson notes that Egyptian also has had gas storage contracts with Atmos Energy 
and ProLiance.  Currently, Egyptian has quoted a storage contract with Utility Gas 
management.  He states that Egyptian has a storage capacity of one (1) billion 
dekatherm ("DTH") and Consumers is only requesting a total storage of 175,000 DTH of 
which 50,000 DTH is classified as cushion gas. 
 
 Mr. Robinson proposes that the Contract between Consumers and Egyptian be 
effective the day immediately following the entry of a final order by the Commission in 
this docket.  He also testifies that the charges approved in Docket No. 08-0139 included 
a Space Reservation Charge of $.05 per DTH which is the same as in the new contract.  
Mr. Robinson also testifies that the Contract indicates that Consumers shall store 
175,000 DTH per year with Egyptian, with a storage volume of 115,000 DTH for 
Consumers’ Carmi System, while the Norris City System remains unchanged at 60,000 
DTH for a total of 175,000 DTH.  He notes this represents an overall increase of 15,000 
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DTH, while the cushion gas required in the Contract remains at 50,000 DTH.  The gas 
contract represents approximately 20% of Consumers’ yearly gas usage. 
 
 Mr. Robinson also testifies that Consumers has considered construction of its 
own line to service those farm taps and the residents of the Village of New Haven and 
eliminate its dependence on Egyptian for service to those customers; however based on 
a cost of $50,000 per mile, the cost of installing a new 16 mile line would be $800,000 
which he does not believe is beneficial to Consumers ratepayers when a viable 
alternative is available.  He notes there would also be a sizeable expense in 
reconnecting all the customers to the new line.  Mr. Robinson testifies further that 
Egyptian will guarantee that service through the length of the proposed agreement and 
is willing to discuss a guarantee of service which may extend beyond the life of the 
proposed agreement. 
 
 Mr. Robinson indicates that Consumers would be negatively affected if it did not 
have a Gas Storage Contract with Egyptian, as in addition to having gas available at a 
cheaper price and reducing the gas reservation charge, Consumers would not have the 
use of Egyptian’s lateral line, which has some 100 Consumers customers.  He notes 
that Consumers uses Egyptian’s lateral line to serve those customers and the 
community of New Haven, which has approximately 245 customers.   
 
 Mr. Robinson testifies that Consumers has a need for gas storage, as gas 
storage reduces the reservation charge of 2,000 thousand cubic feet ("MCF") per day 
which at the present reservation charge amounts to $84,000 annually.  Also, it allows 
Consumers to not exceed its existing Maximum Daily Quantity ("MDQ") which would be 
an extra charge during the winter months.  In the event Consumers would have an 
unusually cold winter and Consumers would exceed its monthly nomination, Mr. 
Robinson states that Consumers would be liable to purchase gas on a daily basis from 
its supplier and this gas could be three to four times higher than the cost of nominated 
gas.  Gas storage allows Consumers not to exceed the monthly gas nomination and 
thus not be subject to the higher gas costs.  In addition, Consumers is able to purchase 
low cost gas in the summer for storage and this reduces the cost of gas that is 
purchased during the winter months.  The storage allows Consumers a safety factor in 
the event it is curtailed by Texas Eastern.  There are gas lines in place from the storage 
field to both its Norris City and Carmi systems. 
 
 Mr. Robinson suggests that the Contract between Consumers and Egyptian is in 
the public interest, as it lowers the cost of gas to customers as gas costs are cheaper in 
the summer months and this lowers gas costs for winter months.  It also helps 
Consumers keep its pipeline reservation charges at a lower rate.  He also indicates that 
none of Egyptian’s decisions will affect Consumers as the Contract is in place to protect 
Consumers, and this agreement has been in place for over ten years.  He also states 
that the Contract protects Consumers against any unethical pricing, as well as having 
Consumers gas sales meters calibrated regularly by an outside source to verify their 
accuracy, as well as Egyptian having a check meter to verify gas volumes. 
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III. Staff Position 
 
 Staff witness Eric Lounsberry testifies that he analyzed whether the Contract in 
this proceeding meets the Commission requirements under Section 7-101 of Act.  Mr. 
Lounsberry noted that Section 7-101 of the Act indicates in relevant part: 
 

No management, construction, engineering, supply, financial or similar 
contract and no contract or arrangement for the purchase, sale, lease or 
exchange of any property or for the furnishing of any service, property or 
thing, hereafter made with any affiliated interest, as hereinbefore defined, 
shall be effective unless it has first been filed with and consented to by the 
Commission or is exempted in accordance with the provisions of this 
Section or of Section 16-111 of this Act.  The Commission may condition 
such approval in such manner as it may deem necessary to safeguard the 
public interest.  If it be found by the Commission, after investigation and a 
hearing, that any such contract or arrangement is not in the public interest, 
the Commission may disapprove such contract or arrangement. 

 
 220 ILCS 5/7-101(3).  
 
 Mr. Lounsberry testifies that Consumers must demonstrate that the proposed 
Contract is in the public interest, which in his opinion means that the benefits from 
entering into the proposed Contract outweigh the costs of the Contract.  He further 
testifies that he found no reason to disagree with Consumers’ assertion that the 
proposed Contract, including Staff's proposed changes, is in the public interest of its 
ratepayers.  Mr. Lounsberry testifies that the Contract allows Consumers to lease a 
portion of the Mills storage field from its affiliate, Egyptian, and sets the transportation 
costs associated with delivery of gas to the 93 farm tap customers as well as the village 
of New Haven, all of which are located off the pipeline that runs to the Mills storage 
field. 
 
 Mr. Lounsberry notes that he reviewed the information Consumers provided in its 
petition, the Direct Testimony of J. Glenn Robinson, and the information contained in 
Consumers’ responses to Staff data requests ENG 1.01 through 1.05.  He notes that 
Consumers and Egyptian request that there be an increase in the charge for injections 
and withdrawals from the field to $.10/Dth from the current $.05/Dth, indicating that due 
to a regulation change, the U.S. Department of Transportation reclassified the 16 miles 
of the pipeline that Egyptian operates in conjunction with its storage operation as a 
transmission line.  The Petition then indicated reclassification increased the cost 
Egyptian incurs to operate this line.  Further, in response to Staff data request ENG 
1.03 Revised, Mr. Lounsberry notes that Egyptian showed its cost to operate the 
pipeline and storage field, which included several costs that are directly the result of the 
reclassification, which new annual costs easily exceed $10,000 and do not include 
certain one time costs that Egyptian has recently incurred, such as a one-time mapping 
cost of $1,500 or the $7,500 cost for a new rectifier.  Mr. Lounsberry testifies that the 
effect on Consumers’ ratepayers of increasing the injection and withdrawal charge from 
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$.05/Dth to $.10/Dth is dependent on the amount of gas injected and withdrawn from 
storage in any given year, but using an average of the amount of gas withdrawn from 
storage for the past six years of about 112,500 Dth (674,742/6 = 112,457), the $.05/Dth 
increase amounts to $5,625 annually.  Assuming the injection charge produces the 
same amount of additional revenue, $5,625, Mr. Lounsberry notes the total cost from 
the increase charge for injections and withdrawals would equal about $11,250. 
 
 Mr. Lounsberry states that he is in agreement with the proposal to increase the 
injection and withdrawal charges to $.10/Dth, and he views the increase in injection and 
withdrawal fees as justified because the recent classification change to the pipeline has 
increased Egyptian’s costs and the additional revenues generated by the increased fee 
will offset those annual costs as well as other operational costs that Egyptian incurs. 
 
 Mr. Lounsberry indicates he has concluded that the existing contract is beneficial 
to Consumers’ ratepayers, noting that he reviewed the information from Consumers’ 
responses to Staff data request ENG 1.01 through 1.05.  These responses indicated 
that Consumers’ ratepayers had received a benefit from having a storage contract in 
place over the past six winter seasons if one removes the effect of the winter season 
2008-2009 from consideration.  He also testifies that he removed the effect of the winter 
season 2008-2009 from his review because of the unique circumstances surrounding it, 
noting that the 2008 gas prices did not follow the normal natural gas pricing pattern.  He 
also testifies that while the responses indicate that Consumers’ ratepayers did not 
receive a benefit every year that the storage contract was in place, the overall effect of 
having storage was positive.  Further, Consumers has had a storage contract in place 
with Egyptian since the late 1990s, which the Commission approved only after 
Consumers demonstrated the benefits of storage.   
 
 Mr. Lounsberry testifies that he has proposed two changes to the proposed 
Contract.  First, he notes that the Contract does not provide any discussion of what 
rights Consumers has regarding the purchase of in-place storage inventory from 
Egyptian or any other party that owns storage gas in the Mills storage field.  Mr. 
Lounsberry provides suggested language for this provision.  Second, the current 
proposed expiration date of the Contract is August 30, 2016.  However, August 30 is in 
the middle of the period during which the utility would seek to fill the storage field with its 
summer injection.  He therefore suggests that a better expiration date for a storage 
contract is the end of the storage withdrawal season.  He also recommends that 
Consumers return to the five year term for these Contracts.  As a result, Mr. Lounsberry 
recommends a termination date of May 1, 2019 for the proposed Contract, to which 
Consumers agres. 
 
 Mr. Lounsberry proposes, and Consumers agrees, to add the following language 
to its proposed Contract, which is the same language in the current contract. 
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   ITEM 11 – In-place gas transfers 
Consumer has the right to negotiate the purchase and transfer of any non-
affiliated entity’s in-place gas that is also stored within the Mills Storage 
Field located in Gallatin County, Illinois.  Such transfers shall not incur any 
injection or withdrawal charges at the time of the transfer. 

 
 The Commission, having reviewed the entire record, is of the opinion and finds 
that: 
 

(1) Consumers Gas Company is an Illinois corporation engaged in the 
distribution of natural gas to the public in Illinois and is a public utility within 
the meaning of the Act; 

(2) the Companies are affiliated interests as defined in Section 7-101 of the 
Act; 

(3) the Commission has jurisdiction over Consumers and the subject matter of 
this proceeding; 

(4) the recitals of fact set forth in the prefatory portion of this Order are 
supported by the record and are hereby adopted as findings of fact; and 

(5) the Gas Storage Contract as described in the prefatory portion of this 
Order is reasonable and in the public interest and should be approved by 
the Commission subject to the condition that the Commission reserves the 
right to review, in purchased gas reconciliation proceedings and other 
proceedings, the prudency of specific purchases made and costs incurred 
under the agreement; the Gas Storage Contract should be effective until 
(and including) May 1, 2019; 

 
(6) Consumers should submit as a compliance filing in this proceeding a copy 

of the Gas Storage Contract as authorized by this Order; the compliance 
filing should be received within ten days of the`+ entry of this Order. 

 IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the Illinois Commerce Commission that 
subject to the conditions set forth in Finding (5), authorization is hereby given to 
Consumers Gas Company to enter into and carry out the terms of the Gas Storage 
Contract, as described in the prefatory portion of this Order, between it and Egyptian 
Gas Storage Corporation. 
 
 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Consumers Gas Company shall file in this 
proceeding a copy of the Gas Storage Contract as required by Finding (6). 
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 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that subject to the provisions of Section 10-113 of 
the Act and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.880, this Order is final; it is not subject to the 
Administrative Review Law. 
 
 By order of the Commission this 19th day of March, 2014. 
 
 
 
 (SIGNED) DOUGLAS P. SCOTT 
 
 Chairman 
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